ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Electroless nickel coatings have received wide acceptance by the industrialists as well as the research community due to their ability to provide hardness, wear resistance, corrosion resistance and low friction coefficient [1, 2] . Moreover, the coating could be engineered to suit the need for a particular application. The properties of electroless nickel coatings are greatly affected by the type of reducing agent present in the bath. Hypophosphite reduced (Ni-P) electroless nickel coatings have already proved their mettle as a coating for tribological based applications [3] [4] [5] and attention has shifted towards borohydride reduced (Ni-B) coatings [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] as the latter can provide improved properties. Electroless Ni-B coatings are widely used in aerospace and automotive industries particularly due to their high hardness and hence splendid wear resistance [1] . Ni-B coatings are found to be harder than Ni-P coatings in as deposited phase [6] . With heat treatment, the hardness of Ni-B coating is found to increase even more [6, 7] . The increase of hardness of Ni-B coating with heat treatment is generally attributed to the modification of deposit structure allowing the precipitation of Ni-B phases according to the Ni-B phase diagram [8] . With hardness, comes the ability to withstand wear and tear and Ni-B acquires high wear resistance particularly after heat treatment [6, 9] .
Corrosion is a deteriorating phenomenon of materials, particularly metals, which often dictates the life of a product. By careful monitoring and devising newer methods to inhibit corrosion, device life could be improved preventing loss to the society. Applying coatings has been a popular way to make metals resistant to corrosion and electroless nickel coatings have proved to be suitable coatings in this regard. Several electrochemical studies have been conducted to evaluate the corrosion behaviour of electroless nickel coatings. Previous electrochemical studies used to quantify corrosion by measuring the loss of weight suffered by a material exposed to the corrosive environment. This is one of the easiest methods of evaluating the corrosion performance without the use of any sophisticated instrumentation and using the least of the resources. But with the development of technology, and sophisticated instruments being available, more precise investigations of the corrosion behaviour of a material is now possible. Present generation studies of the corrosion behaviour of electroless nickel coating are mainly conducted through electrochemical tests viz. potentiodynamic polarization studies and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. The resistance of the coatings towards corrosion is evaluated on the basis of the corrosion parameters obtained from these studies viz. corrosion potential, corrosion current density, charge transfer resistance, double layer capacitance, corrosion rate, etc [9] [10] [11] . Although Ni-P coatings are reported to have a better corrosion resistance than Ni-B [6, 12] , the properties of Ni-B are not bad, which is reported to prevent the contact of Ni-P under layer with the electrolytic solution in Ni-P/Ni-B coating [7] . The difference in corrosion resistance between electroless Ni-P and Ni-B coatings is mainly due to the difference in their structure. It is believed that the passivation films that form on Ni-B coated surfaces are not as glassy or protective enough as those that form on high phosphorous electroless nickel coatings. The phase boundaries present in Ni-B deposits might also be responsible for causing discontinuity of the passivation film, which are the preferred sites for the initiation of corrosion process [10] . Electroless Ni-B coating is applied to increase the corrosion resistance of steel. Contreras et al [13] have studied the corrosion behaviour of Ni-B coatings applied on commercial steel in both acidic and neutral environment and found that the coating protects the steel against corroding in both the environments although being more vulnerable in acidic environment. Increase in boron content also increases the corrosion resistance of Ni-B coatings [12] . In general, it is observed that corrosion resistance of as plated electroless Ni-B deposit is higher than the heat treated deposits [6, 9, 12] . This is assigned to the fact that heat treatment promotes crystallinity, which again provides grain boundaries that become favourable sites for attack by the electrolyte. The corrosion resistance of electroless Ni-P and Ni-B deposits is found to increase with the incorporation of an additional alloying element such as Cu, Zn, W, Mo, etc. or with the incorporation of second phase particles, such as silicon nitride, ceria and titania in the metal matrix [6] . Also presence of sodium hypophosphite in Ni-B bath enhances the corrosion resistance of Ni-B by forming Ni-B-P [9] .
Ni-B coating being lesser corrosion resistant than Ni-P coating, an extensive study regarding the corrosion behavior of the former has remained neglected. But Ni-B coatings are often preferred in various tribological applications due to their superior hardness and wear resistance compared to Ni-P coatings. Thus, a systematic study of the electrochemical behavior of Ni-B coatings is necessary as the coatings in various applications would definitely encounter corrosion. The present study tries to study the effect of coating parameters (bath temperature, reducing agent concentration and nickel source concentration) and annealing temperature on the corrosion behavior of electroless Ni-B coatings. The corrosion behavior of the coating is evaluated with the help of potentiodynamic polarization tests. Taguchi method together with Grey relational analysis is employed to optimize the process parameters in order to identify the combination of parameters that induce the maximum corrosion resistant properties in the coating. Analysis of variance is employed to observe the level of significance of the factors and their interactions. Finally, validation of the result obtained through the analysis is done with the help of confirmation test. The surface morphology and composition of Ni-B coatings are studied with the help of scanning electron microscopy, energy dispersed X-ray analysis and X-ray diffraction analysis. [14] [15] [16] and since then it has been widely used in the engineering domain to get the desired performance characteristics by optimizing the design parameters. In Taguchi technique, three-stages such as system design, parameter design, and tolerance design are employed. System design consists of the usage of scientific and engineering information required for producing a part. Tolerance design is employed to determine and to analyze tolerances about the optimum combinations suggested by parameter design. Parameter design is used to obtain the optimum levels of process parameters for developing the quality characteristics and to determine the product parameter values depending on the optimum process parameter values. Based on orthogonal arrays, the number of experiments which may increase the time and cost can be reduced by using Taguchi technique. Taguchi uses S/N ratio in order to identify the quality characteristics applied for engineering design problems. The S/N ratio characteristics can be divided on the basis of three criteria: lower-the-better (LB), higher-the better (HB) and nominal-the best (NB). The parameter level combination that maximizes the appropriate S/N ratio is the optimal level setting.
TAGUCHI METHOD

G. Taguchi introduced the Taguchi technique
GREY RELATIONAL THEORY
Taguchi method is well suited for optimization of single response problems. But for multiple response problems like in the present case, grey relational analysis is needed in conjunction with Taguchi method to obtain the optimized condition. The Grey system theory was first proposed by Deng in 1989 [17] . It is similar to fuzzy technique and is an effective mathematical tool to deal with system analysis characterized by imprecise and incomplete information. The theory is based on the degree of information known. If the system information is unknown, it is called a black system; if the information is fully known, it is called a white system. And a system with information known partially is called a grey system. Deng [17] had also proposed grey relational analysis (GRA) in the grey theory that was proved to be an accurate method for multiple attribute decision making problems. The GRA method is based on the minimization of maximum distance from the ideal referential alternative. The aim of GRA is to investigate the factors that affect the system. The method is based on finding the relationships of both independent and interrelating data series. By finding the GRA mathematically, the grey relational grade (GRG) can be used to evaluate the relational level between referential series and each comparative series. Grey relational analysis begins with the calculation of the grey relational generation in which the set of experimental results are normalized in between zero and one. Then grey relational coefficients are calculated from the normalized data to represent the correlation between the desired and actual experimental data. The next step is to find the grey relational grade by averaging the grey relational coefficients. The grey relational grade is treated as the overall response of the process instead of the multiple responses of corrosion potential and corrosion current. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) [18] is performed with the grey relational grade in order to find which of the parameters significantly affects the process performance. Finally the optimal levels of process parameters are selected and confirmation test is employed to verify the optimal combination of the process parameters
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Coating Procedure
Blocks (20 mm × 20 mm × 8 mm) of steel (AISI 1040) are used as substrates for the deposition of electroless Ni-B coating. The blocks are carefully prepared by a sequence of machining processes viz. shaping, parting and milling. Finally, the blocks are subjected to surface grinding process so that all the substrates have nearly equal roughness (centre line average value). It is important to note here that corrosion of Ni-P coatings is found to be dependent on the smoothness of the coating [19] which again depend on the smoothness of the substrate. Such behaviour is also suspected in case of Ni-B coatings [13] and hence to remove the effect of substrate roughness on the final response, all the substrates need to be of similar roughness.
Before coating the substrates are cleaned of any foreign particles and corrosion products. Then the samples are cleaned with distilled water. The specimens after thorough cleaning are given a pickling treatment with dilute (18 %) hydrochloric acid for one minute to remove any surface layer formed like rust and other oxides. Finally, they are cleaned with distilled water prior to coating. A large number of trial experiments were performed before deciding on the bath composition with the ranges of the coating parameters. Three most important parameters are varied and others are kept constant for coating deposition. The bath for electroless Ni-B coatings has been prepared by mixing nickel chloride (NiCl 2 ), sodium borohydride (NaBH 4 ), ethylenediamine (C 2 H 8 N 2 ), sodium hydroxide (NaOH), lead nitrate (Pb(NO 3 ) 2 ) and distilled water in appropriate sequence ( Table 1 ). The pH of the bath was maintained around 12.5 by adding required quantity of sodium hydroxide. The cleaned substrates are at first activated in palladium chloride solution maintained at temperature of 55°C and then placed in the electroless bath for a deposition time of two hours. The coating thickness is found to lie around 30 microns as evident from the micrograph of the cross section of the coating (Fig. 1 ). After deposition, the coated samples are taken out of the bath and cleaned using distilled water. Then the samples are subjected to annealing at various temperatures (250°C, 350°C, 450°C) according to the OA, in a box furnace. After annealing, the samples are allowed to cool down to the room temperature naturally. 
Design Factors
The characteristics of electroless nickel coatings are dependent on several factors that include bath composition as well as the deposition conditions. But a thorough review of the existing literatures revealed that bath temperature (A), reducing agent concentration (B) and nickel source concentration (C) are the popular coating parameters used by the researchers to control the properties of electroless nickel coatings. Hence, these three factors are considered as the design parameters along with their interactions in the present study. Moreover, the effect of heat treatment on the corrosion resistance properties of electroless Ni-B coatings has remained a debatable issue. Thus, annealing temperature (D) is included as the fourth design parameter in the study in order to observe its effect on the electrochemical properties of Ni-B coating. The design factors along with their levels are shown in Table 2 . Consideration of three levels enables the study of nonlinear effects present if any. 
Response Variables
The present study attempts to assess the potentiodynamic polarization characteristics of electroless Ni-B coating. Hence, the two popular attributes obtained from the Tafel extrapolation method of the polarization curve, i.e. corrosion potential (E corr ) and corrosion current density (I corr ) are taken as the response variables for the current study. A nobler (positive) E corr value and a lower I corr value indicate that a particular material has higher corrosion resistance.
Design of Experiments
An experiment is a process that results in the collection of data. Usually, statistical experiments are conducted in which researchers can manipulate the conditions of the experiment and can control the factors that are irrelevant to the research objectives. Planning an experiment properly is very important in order to ensure that the right type of data and a sufficient sample size and power are available to answer the research questions of interest as clearly and efficiently as possible. As mentioned earlier, Taguchi method uses an OA (orthogonal array) to reduce the number of experiments for determining the optimal process parameters. Orthogonal arrays allow one to compute the main and interaction effects via a minimum number of experimental trials [15] . The choice of a suitable OA depends on the number of design factors and their interactions considered. In the present case, an L 27 OA which has 27 rows corresponding to the number of tests and 26 degrees of freedom (DOFs) with 13 columns at three levels is chosen. The factors and their interactions are assigned to the columns of the array according to the Triangular Table for 3-level OA [16] . The OA together with the column assignments are shown in Table 3 . Values in each cell of the main parameter columns (A, B, C and D) in the array indicate their levels (1, 2 and 3). Again in case of interactions, two columns are assigned to a single interaction and the two cell values in a particular row indicate the levels of each of the factors involved in the interaction. The unassigned columns in the OA are kept for the errors terms.
Potentiodynamic Tests
The potentiodynamic polarization tests are performed with a potentiostat (Gill AC) of ACM Instruments, UK. A 3.5% sodium chloride solution is taken as the electrolyte and the tests are conducted at an ambient temperature of about 25°C. The electrochemical cell consists of three electrodes. The coated specimen forms the working electrode which is actually the sample being interrogated. A saturated calomel electrode (SCE) forms the reference electrode which provides a stable "reference" against which the applied potential may be accurately measured. A platinum electrode serves as the counter electrode which provides the path for the applied current into the solution. The design of the cell is such that only an area of 1 cm 2 of the coated surface is exposed to the electrolyte. A settling time of 15 min is assigned before every experiment in order to stabilize the open circuit potential (OCP). The potentiostat is controlled via a PC which also captures the polarization data. The polarization plot is obtained from the dedicated software, which also possesses a special tool in order to manually extrapolate the values of E corr (corrosion potential) and I corr (corrosion current density) from the plot. As a fully developed linear portion was difficult to find, for an accurate extrapolation, two thumb rules [20] are followed: a) One of the branches of the polarization curve should exhibit Tafel (i.e. linear on semilogarithmic scale) over at least one decade of current density .
b) The extrapolation should start at least 50-100 mV away from E corr .
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Microstructure Characterization
Microstructure characterization becomes indispensable in a study involving corrosion which largely depends on the microstructure of the material. Scanning electron microscopy (JEOL, JSM-6360 and FEI, Quanta 200) is used to observe the surface morphology of the coating before and after heat treatment. This is done in order to analyze the effect of heat treatment on the Ni-B coatings. Energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDAX Corporation) is made use of in order to determine the composition of the coating in terms of the weight percentages of nickel and boron. It has been demonstrated by previous studies [21] that the physical properties of the deposited film are greatly influenced by the concentration of boron in the film. This concentration in turn depends upon the amount of reducing agent added. Hence EDX analysis is done on the coatings developed from the bath consisting of different concentrations of sodium borohydride (reducing agent) in order to capture the range of boron content in the coatings. The different precipitated phases before and after heat treatment are detected by using X-ray diffraction analyzer (Rigaku, Ultima III). 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Grey Analysis
The responses (E corr and I corr ) obtained from the potentiodynamic tests are given in Table 4 .
For conversion of the multiple responses into a single response (grey relational grade) to be handled by Taguchi technique requires the following set of calculations:
Grey relational generation
Grey relational generation involves the linear normalization of the experimental results (E corr and I corr ) in the range between 0 and 1. The normalization can be done based on three objectives which include (1) normalization by maximum value (lower-the-better), (2) normalization by minimum value (higher-the-better) and (3) normalization by objective value. The objective of the present study is to maximize the corrosion resistance of Ni-B coatings. Now, from Table 4 , it is seen that E corr is always negative. As a nobler E corr value indicates that the material will have lesser tendency to corrode, the normalization is carried out for E corr with higher-the-better criterion. Moreover, since a lower value of corrosion current density indicates higher corrosion resistance, the normalization for I corr is carried out with lower-the-better criterion. The normalization expressions for both are given as follows:
where ( )
is the value after grey relational generation while ) ( min k y i and ) ( max k y i are respectively the smallest and largest values of ) (k y i for the kth response; k being 1 (E corr ) and 2 (I corr ). The processed data after grey relational generation is given in Table 5 . Larger normalized results correspond to the better performance and the best normalized result should be equal to 1.
Grey relational coefficient
Grey relational coefficients are calculated to express the relationship between the ideal (best when it gets too big, enlarging the different significance of the relational coefficient. The suggested value of the distinguishing coefficient, r, is 0.5, due to the moderate distinguishing effects and good stability of outcomes. Therefore, r is adopted as 0.5 for further analysis in the present case. The values of i 0 ∆ and grey relational coefficients (with Ψ =0.5) are given in Table 5 . 
Generation of Grey relational grade
In the grey relational analysis, the grey relational grade is used to show the relationship among the series. The overall multiple response characteristics evaluation is based on grey relational grade which is calculated as follows:
where n = number of performance characteristics (2 in present case). The results of grey relational grade are given in Table 6 . Higher the grey relational grade, the closer is the experimental value to the ideal normalized value. Thus, higher grey relational grade indicates that the corresponding parameter combination is closer to the optimal.
Grey relational ordering
In relational analysis, the practical meaning of the numerical values of grey relational grades between elements is not absolutely important, while the grey relational ordering between them yields more subtle information. The combination yielding the highest grey relational grade is assigned an order of 1 while the combination yielding the minimum grade is assigned the lowest order. The ordering of the present grey grades is shown in Table 6 .
Analysis of Signal to Noise Ratio
Taguchi method uses S/N ratio to convert the experimental results into a value for the evaluation characteristic in the optimum parameter analysis. In the present work, S/N ratio analysis is done with grey relational grade as the performance index. As grey relational grade is to be maximized, the S/N ratio is calculated using higher the better criterion and is given by: where y is the observed data and n is the number of observations. The S/N ratio is preferred to the traditional means as the former can capture variability within a trial condition. As the experimental design is orthogonal, the separation of each coating parameters at different levels is possible. For example, the mean of grey relational grade for factor A at levels 1, 2 and 3 can be calculated by taking the average of the grey relational grade for the experiments Vol.10, No.14 1-9, 10-18 and 19-27, respectively. The mean of the grey relational grade for each level of other coating parameters can be computed in the similar manner. The mean of the relational grade for each level of the combining parameters is summarized in the multi-response performance index table (Table 7 ). In addition, the total mean of the grey relational grade of the twenty seven experiments is also calculated, as shown in Table 7 . The response table also contains ranks based on the delta values. The delta value is calculated by subtracting the largest value from the lowest from among the values in each column. Basically, a design factor with a large difference in the grey relational grade from one factor setting to another indicates that the factor or design parameter is a significant contributor to the achievement of the performance characteristic. From the response table it is found that parameter A is the most significant factor in controlling the polarization characteristics of Ni-B coatings. Fig. 2 shows the main effect plot of grey relational grade. The main effect plot gives the optimal combination of coating parameters for maximum corrosion resistance. As the larger the grey relation grade is, the closer will be the product quality to the ideal value. Hence, the optimal combination of parameters is found to be A3B2C3D3. The main effects plot also gives a rough idea about the relative significance of the parameters on the system response.
If the plot for a particular parameter has the highest inclination, then that parameter has the most significance. Whereas the plot which is near horizontal has no significance. From Fig. 2 , it can be observed that parameter A has the most significance while parameter C is also quite significant. In the interaction effect plots (Fig. 3) , the non-parallelism of the plots indicates that some amount of significance exists between the two factors, whereas intersecting lines are an indication of strong interaction. From Fig. 3 , it can be seen that lines intersect in all the plots. Hence, quite strong interaction is believed to be existent among all the factors as far as the potentiodynamic polarization characteristics of electroless Ni-B coatings are concerned. It may be noted that quality of Ni-B deposits are very much dependent on the ratio of concentrations of nickel and borohydride ions in the bath. An improper balance between the concentrations of nickel and borohydride can lead to poor and rough deposits [1] . The optimal levels of nickel source (C3) and reducing agent (B2) obtained from the present study may be helping in striking a proper balance between the two (nickel and borohydride ions) for achieving smoother deposits which may be aiding to the corrosion resistance of the coating. Moreover, bath temperature increases the deposition rate by accelerating the reaction mechanism. Thus, the surface morphology of the coating is very much dependent on the bath temperature, which controls the growth of the coating. Now, the present optimal level (A3) of bath temperature may actually be helping in attaining such a morphology which is suitable for resistant against corrosion. 
Analysis of Variance
The analysis of variance (ANOVA) is employed in order to have a quantified idea about the effect of the design parameters (A, B, C, D) and their interactions (A×B, A×C, B×C) on the polarization characteristics of electroless Ni-B coating. The Taguchi experimental method could not judge the effect of individual parameters on the entire process, thus the percentage of contribution using ANOVA is used to compensate for this effect. ANOVA results for overall grey relational grade of friction and wear response is obtained through Minitab [22] and shown in Table 8 . The ANOVA table also consists of F-values. By comparing the evaluated F values with the tabulated ones, the significance of the factors and their interactions can be readily understood. If the obtained F-value of a parameter or interaction is greater than the tabulated one, then that particular parameter or interaction has a significant influence over the process response. From Table 8 , it can be observed that parameter A, i.e. bath temperature has the most significant influence over the polarization characteristics at the confidence level of 99% while parameter C (concentration of nickel source) is significant only at a confidence level of 75%. In case of interactions, it is found that only the interaction A×B is significant and at a confidence level of 90%. 
Confirmation Test
Once the optimal level combination of the design parameters have been found out, the final step is to verify if any improvement in the results actually occurs at the optimal condition compared to the initial condition. Also, an estimated grey relational grade (γˆ) is calculated at the optimal condition with the help of the following expression: γ is the mean grey relational grade at the optimal level, and o is the number of the main design parameters that significantly affect the polarization characteristics of electroless Ni-B coating. The comparison of the predicted grey relational grade, experimental grey relational grade and the grey relational grade at the initial condition is shown in Table 9 . The mid-level combination of coating parameters is assumed as the initial condition. From the table, it is found that the improvement of grey relational grade at the optimal condition is 0.3812 which is about 57% of the mean grey relational grade. This is considered to be a significant improvement. The polarization curves for the coatings developed at initial condition and at optimal condition are shown in Fig. 4 . As Vol.10, No.14 expected, the polarization curves showed that Ni-B coatings do not exhibit any passive behaviour. 
Study of Microstructure
The chemical composition of electroless coatings are analysed using one of the latest EDX detectors without any Beryllium window, enabling the detection of light elements like boron with considerable accuracy. The beryllium window if present absorbs all the soft X-rays emanating from the lighter elements thereby preventing their detection. The EDX plots are shown in Fig. 5 and boron content in terms of weight percentages is found to be in the range of 5.72 -7.46 while the remaining is mostly nickel.
The SEM micrographs of the coating surfaces in as-deposited and heat treated (at 250°C, 350°C and 450°C for one hour) conditions are shown in Fig. 6 . The surface exhibits a cauliflower like structure which strongly points towards the coating possessing a lubricious behavior [8] . Surface of the Ni-B coatings appears to be dense and matte grey in colour with low porosity. Also by careful observation, it can be noted that the Ni-B nodules are quite deflated and flat in as deposited condition but gradually grow in size with increase in heat treatment temperature giving rise to coarse grained structure.
The XRD analysis (Fig. 7) shows that the Ni-B film is almost amorphous in as-deposited phase but turns crystalline with heat treatment. This is evident from the presence of microcrystalline peaks in as-deposited phase whereas broad peaks of Ni, Ni 2 B and Ni 3 B are found in samples heat treated at 450°C. 
Corrosion Mechanism
Electroless Ni-B deposits demonstrate a moderate corrosion resistance in 3.5% sodium chloride solution. Some of the corroded samples are observed under SEM in order to get a rough idea about the corrosion process (Fig. 8) . The effect of heat treatment on corrosion is attempted to capture by observing samples annealed at different temperatures (250, 350 and 450 ºC). A quick view of the pictures reveals that the samples are quite affected by the corrosion in saline environment. In almost every sample, localized cracks are found to be present which may be indicative of preferential dissolution at the boundaries of adjacent grains and columns (23) . Also black spots can be observed which are more prominent for samples annealed at 250ºC (Fig. 8a) and 450ºC (Fig. 8c) . These spots imply the occurrence of localized corrosion on the coating surface due to the presence of chloride ions in the solution. But since the coating does not display any passive behavior in the polarization curve, the probability of pitting is quite less. Crobu et al [24] have observed a similar occurrence and attributed the phenomenon to galvanic coupling due to composition heterogeneities in the coating. The heterogeneity may be due to the inhomogeneous distribution of boron throughout the coating providing areas of different corrosion potential on the surface, which would have lead to the formation of minute active/passive corrosion cells. combination of parameters is found to be A3B2C3D3 (highest level of bath temperature, middle level of reducing agent concentration, highest level of nickel source concentration and highest level of annealing temperature). Also through ANOVA, it is revealed that bath temperature and concentration of nickel source has the maximum contribution in controlling the corrosion behaviour of electroless Ni-B coating. Among the interactions, interaction between A and B has the maximum contribution towards controlling the corrosion characteristics of Ni-B coating. The coating surface resembles that of a cauliflower surface under SEM. The coating also appears to be dense and light grey in colour. The XRD plots showed that the electroless Ni-B coating is a mixture of amorphous and crystalline phase in as deposited condition. But with heat treatment, the coating turns crystalline. This is ascertained by the presence of Ni 2 B and Ni 3 B peaks in the XRD plot of Ni-B coating heat treated at 450°C. The micrograph of the corroded surface of the coating reveals the presence of cracks and black spots. The black spots are indicative of localized corrosion and can be attributed to composition heterogeneity which gives rise to a phenomenon called galvanic coupling.
